Sensient Natural Ingredients, LLC a division of Sensient Technologies Corporation is seeking seasonal positions within Field Operations.

Sensient’s Field Operations offers a unique work experience designed for individuals seeking summer employment in Agriculture.

Sensient is offering a work experience with state-of-art mechanized agricultural vegetable harvesting operations throughout Southern and Central California. Gain personal growth and hands-on experience in:

- Labor Relations
- Production environment
- Safety and Risk Assessment
- Independent Choices
- Front-Line Supervision
- Analytical and Interpretive Skills
- Leadership
- Decision Impacts
- Planning, Organizing, Scheduling and Implementing
- Policy Implementation
- Creativity
- State-of Art Mobile Agriculture Equipment

If you are looking for an opportunity that provides a unique work environment for personal growth then we are looking for you!

Interested in what we have to offer?

Contact:

Robby Force  Director Field Operations - Robby.Force@sensient.com
Gavin Abraham  Harvest Superintendent - Gavin.Abraham@sensient.com
Ken Williams  Field Maintenance Manager - Ken.Williams@sensient.com
Daniel Bazan  Maintenance Coordinator - Daniel.Bazan@sensient.com
Tamara Senegal  Human Resource – Tamara.Senegal@sensient.com

Sensient Natural Ingredients LLC
Field Operations
P.O. Box 279
Cressey, CA 95312
Office (209) 394-7979
Position Title: Harvest Lead Intern  
Department: Field Operations  

Reports to Position Title: Harvest Supervisor  
Revised: 01/2021

Position is responsible for assisting Harvest Supervisor in all aspects of harvesting the “crop.” Responsible for indirect supervision of harvest staff and daily harvest operations.

1. Assist Harvest Supervisor with planning and organizing daily harvest operations including personnel and equipment.

2. Ensure specific daily directions are communicated, followed, and adjusted as necessary.

3. Assist in ensuring all aspects of personnel and food safety are monitored and enforced.

4. Responsible for communicating as necessary to all contacts inside and outside Company.

5. Thoroughly participate in company directed summer project using effective analytical and interpretive skills.

6. Position is directly responsible for daily operation records. Records must be accurate and complete depicting operation results with forward looking planning.

7. Position must provide leadership to all aspects of harvest based upon an active constant effort of analyzing and interpreting in ever changing conditions.

8. Position must possess the ability to work independently and to formulate and maintain schedules for multiple objectives and effectively align personnel (30-50) in common direction.

Vehicle is provided and expenses are paid. Working conditions are performed outside subject to the elements. Extensive travel driving within California approximately 15,000 miles during season is entailed. Over-night travel will be required during harvest usually on a 6 on and 1 off schedule.